INTRODUCTION
Technology is not a friend but our best friend but when we are friendly to him. 
the modern age is an age of science and technology. technology has done wonderful service to man . we see the work of science in every walk of life. but it is both good and bad. the two world wars show that science is very destructive. but science has given us some good things, too . of course , a war in the modern age means the end of the world. at the same time , we cannot forget the blessings of science. 
           The progress of science in the field of medicines and surgery is rmarkeble. many new medicines are available today to cure us of some deadly disease. now major operations of the brain or the heart are easy. such operations were neither safe nor simple some twenty year ago . X-ray has done a wonderfull job . naturally, the death- rate is lowering every year. 
           Science has solved many of our problems in trevelling. the age of horses and bullock-card is gone. it is an age of jet planes which fly faster than the sound. distance is no problem now. we have cars, jeeps, buses, trains , ships, bullet train, planes, helicopters etc. big mountain and deep seas do not stand in our way. 
          Telegraph, wireless, telephone, radio, and television are some other gifts of science and technology. these things have made the world look small.  they have solved the problem of time and space in the world. besides, electricity is yet another gift of science to man. it turns a night into a day.  it runs big machines . it is at the root of our progress. it has become part of life.
  TECHNOLOGY AS A FRIEND
Technology has changed the face of the world. it has brought heaven to the earth. and at the same time , it has made our life quite unsafe. it has given us lots of things to make us happy and comfortable . it has also given us things to end the world in a few minutes. thus, science is both a blessing and a curse.
technology has made many things cheap. it has brought them within the reach of everybody. we can produce goods on a large scale because of science. these things are sold at cheap rates in everybody market. books, music, and all other things of entertainment are easily made available today. we have smartphone and internet connection. so these things are needed in daily life of a common man. 
            science has made the life of ahousewife pleasant. now she is not always busy in the kitchen. she has a gas oven . she can cook easily and without smoke and dirt. there is a fridge to store eatables. electricity serves the housewife to wash and press her clothes. it gives us light and moves our fans. we have coolers, AC, and many other gift of science and technology. the inventions of wireless sets, computers, televisions etc. are some of the wonder of science. a man sitting in his bedroom can talk to a person who is thousands of kilometers away from him . computer have made all calcilation easy and simple. science has made our life happy. 
CONCLUSION
Science has given us lots of things to save our day-to-day labour. technology is a great friend of man. no doubt, it is dangerous thing. but life will become charmless without it. the progress of our civilization will also stop . technology has changed our every day life .but technology is neither good nor bad by itself. it depends on how we use it . so science is always in the service of man. let us make the best use of it.

